2002 ford ranger bolt pattern

I tried a McGard part numbere SU but they wouldn't fully tighten, no thread damage to bolt or
lock nut - they just didn't fit properly? I've bought some alloys for my ranger. The wheel size is
18" x 8J. Is that enough info to get a correct tyre size to fit, if so what tyres would you
recommend fitting? The wheels were purchased from a Genuine Ford part distributor but they
couldn't give me the tyre size to fit!!? Standard steel wheel size is 15 x 6. I was going to guess at
60 Any help would be appreciated. What is the smallest wheel that will fit a ford ranger? The
wheels and tires on it now are so big it is hard for me to get out of my driveway. Are you selling
your larger rims? I have 14" rims on my Ranger and I want a larger set. I just started shopping
around, but it is confusing as to which ones will fit. Now you told Esther smallest wheel was aa
15" and yours has 14" that's a bit of a misinformation reply you gave her. Sticker in the door is
still there. I'll send you a picture as soon as I get home. My Ranger XL 2wd, has 14" rims. Which
vehicle's larger 15 or 16 rims can replace mine? I know the center bore is different in the newer
models. Any advice is appreciated. About the center bore,normally,it is Will I have to change the
front rotors? Someone told me that may be the case switching from 14 to I need to get wheel
alignment done on my Ford Ranger T6 4X4. Does anyone have a copy of the factory wheel
alignment specifications? I was wondering what the biggest rim size I can get for an 86 Ranger
2 wheel drive. Specially since most rim sizes now are at least a 17". Hi Ive a ford ranger RWD 2
seat, can i put 17' rims on it, I have 15' stock but their too small. Hi, Jason,Yes,17'' is ok. And
before you install,you'd better confirm the bolt pattern and offset. If you are not sure whether
these bolt pattern and offset are right,you can show me here. I've got a 92 ford ranger xlt was
giving 20 in rim they fit but will it drive. Thanks in advance! I drive 93 ford ranger 2wd 5speed.
Am I able to go larger without lifts etc. Hi,Creedan,The larger you mean more widder in 15'' or
need bigger size,like 16'' or above. Sorry I should have specified. Yes larger rim size and if it is
possible the size of tire on a larger rim. Hi,Creedan,For your car,You can try 16'''' rims,You can
decide which size you want and show me,I will show you the other wheel data and help you
confirm the tire size based on your choice. I have some 18 inch rims on my 96 step side ranger
what the best tire size for an 18 inch rims for that year. I have a 87 4x4 ranger wondering if rims
off explorer will fit with the different offsets. Hi, John Gilmore! I think you mean 4wd came with
15". Thanks for the info we have updated data. I am currently looking to upgrade to some 16"
rims but wanted to know roughly the biggest size tire I can add to those rims without any
rubbing or clearance issues. Would like to know the rough maximum wheel diameter that would
fit in the vehicle in case I go with rims of a different size. I have ranger I tried replacing my small
spare tire with a full size cheap rim, not 7 hole kind, but it would not clear my calipers. Hi,Lloyd
Stoker ,The stock rims size is 15'',I suggest that you'd better use 15'' rims and tires. Hi,daniel
macrae,The offset for ranger is 15mm. You can confim your ranger wheel offset. The offset
should be compatible. For the centre hole. It is also important,But if all wheels comes from
same car models. I have a ford ranger xlt and i purchased tyres off trademe they have fitted on
but my truck will not move in drive. Hi why do you have to lift a ford ranger 2" when you put 20"
alloys on is it just for when you off road. I have a 97 2wd ranger 2. Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment
and tire size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire
size or rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching
your criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size
By rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search
by car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Ford
Ranger IV - SuperCab, 2d. Ford Ranger III - Ford Ranger II Restyling - Ford Ranger II - Ford
Ranger I Restyling - Pickup, 2d. Ford Ranger I - Pickup Extended Cab. Pickup Regular Cab. Ford
Ranger I Facelift - See unfiltered comments New Comment System. The smallest wheel size is
15''. Ranger with R16 tire size. Can I change to tire size. Yes,You can change but you should
also change your wheels to 17 inch. The error is too big. Someone â€¦ Will I have to change the
front rotors? Can I put 65 R18 on â€¦ Hi there! Can I put 65 R18 on my Ranger T7 with no lift?
Also can I put 32 x Thank you. Thanks for the quick response. Will x70R17 fit my truck? Looking
to â€¦ I drive 93 ford ranger 2wd 5speed. It can't fit for. I bought 17 â€¦ Have a 92 ford ranger xlt. I
bought 17 rims and don't know what size tires I need. I can help you confirm it. My question is
â€¦ I have a Ford bronco. My question is do the rims from a Ford ranger fit the Bronco? Need
help? Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Bolt
Pattern: 5 X 4. Bolt Pattern: 5 X 5. Bolt Pattern: 6 X 5. Bolt Pattern: 8 X 6. OR 85 to 95 lb-ft. Bolt
Pattern: 10 X 7. Bolt Pattern: 4 X 4. Bolt patterns can be 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 or 10 lug holes. A bolt
circle of 5 x 4. There are four important measurements that are used to categorize and identify a
wheel for fitment purposes. If there is an EVEN number of lugs: Measure center-to-center on
lugs directly across from each other. Alloy wheels should always be installed using a torque
wrench ensuring proper mount. Check your vehicle owner manual for specifications. Hub
Center Bore: Relates to the center hole in the wheel that centers the wheel on the hub of the car.

Since most wheels are mass produced, they have a large center bore to accommodate several
different vehicles. If this is the case, it is recommended that you use a hub ring. Hub rings are
hard plastic or metal ring that fits between the wheel and the vehicle. This centers the wheel
perfectly on the hub ensuring that there is no run out when the wheel is installed on to the
vehicle. Wheel offset is the distance from the mounting surface of the wheel to the true center
line of the rim. This in effect brings the tire in to the fender well more. This will cause the tire to
stick out away from the vehicle. This information is accurate to the best of our knowledge. No
warranties or guarantees are expressed or implied as to the accuracy of the information
provided on this site. Use of this site constitutes your agreement to these terms. Select Make
Wheel Dimensions There are four important measurements that are used to categorize and
identify a wheel for fitment purposes. Rim Diameter The actual diameter of the wheel at the
point where the tire bead seats NOT the outer lip of the rim. Rim Width Measure from the inside
of the outer lip at the bead seating point to the inner lip. Back Spacing From the inside of the
wheel at the point where it contacts the hub, brake drum or axle flange to the inside edge lip of
the wheel. Bolt Pattern The measured diameter of an imaginary circle formed by the centers of
the wheel lugs or bolt holes. Wheel Offset Wheel offset is the distance from the mounting
surface of the wheel to the true center line of the rim. Stud Size. Minimum Thread Engagement
turns. Heads up! Highlighted items are for OEM wheels, the rest are replacement options. The
market is the region where the car was sold or is still being sold. Found a bug? Have a question
about Ford Ranger wheel specs? Share your knowledge! Wheel- Size. Wheel fitment and tire
size guide and knowledge base Last Update: Feb. Search Form for vehicle model, tire size or
rims Choose a tab below to get fitment data for your vehicle or to find vehicles matching your
criteria. By vehicle what wheels will fit your car By tire size what vehicles use this tire size By
rim size what vehicles use this rim size Add Wheel Size Widget to your website New! Search by
car make, year and model. Make Year Model. Wheel Size Widget for your website! Page
navigation by markets: Heads up! Ford Ranger 2. It is measured in millimeters. Some factory
wheels have a center bore that matches exactly with the hub to reduce vibration by keeping the
wheel centered. Rim width in x rim diameter in J is mounting flange type. ET35 is positive offset
of 35mm. It is vital not to deviate too far from the offset of the wheel originally fitted to the
vehicle. PCD is measured in mm. Ford Ranger 4. Ford Ranger 1. See Alloy Wheel fitment
information for Ford Ranger for other model years: Try our Wheel Calculator Help us with our
new project TiresVote. Submit tire review. Your email was successfully sent. Notify about the
error in selected text Add your data and comments Send us the correct data Other. ET We see a
lot of questions on our site about wheel fitment. This page is a guide as to what size wheels
your Ford Ranger takes, and how to measure wheels in general. Stock Backspacing is usually 4.
Center Bore listed for the Ranger ranges from The center hole is too small for the locking hub to
pass through. You would have to have the hub center cut out by a machine shop to fit over the
hub. Measuring a Wheel:. Reference Diagram:. When discussing wheel measurements, you
need to know what each description is referring to. This diagram should help. One of the first
things your your going to deal width is wheel size. The wheel diameter is measured by
measuring from the bead seat on one side of the rim to the opposite side bead seat. The bead
seat is the part of the wheel where the bead of the tire sits once the tire is inflated. It is not
measured from the outside rim to outside rim. The diagram below will show you how to
measure wheel bolt patterns. Putting It All Together:. Example : 5 Lugs X 4. Backspacing is the
distance from the axle pad the part that contacts the wheel hub to the inner edge plane inboard
flange. Deeper backspacing moves the wheel and tire inboard on the vehicle; shallower moves
them outboard. Frontspacing is the direct opposite of backspace. Subtract backspace from
overall wheel width to get front space measurement. Items required to measure wheel
backspace:. To find the offset of a wheel you will need to measure the wheel for overall width
and measure its front space see Backspacing above. If the resultant number is positive then the
wheel has a positive offset. If the number is negative then the wheel has a negative offset.
Offset is stated in millimeters so that it can be differentiated from back and front spacing. To
convert inches into millimeters multiply by The wheel in the diagram above has a 25mm positive
offset. Backspace to Offset Conversion Chart:. The table below is a quick reference for finding
offset. Pick the rim width and follow the row over to the backspace of your wheel. Wheel
spacers can be purchased to the wheel out farther. They can also be purchased to adapt an axle
to accept a different wheel bolt pattern. Sometimes enthusiasts use a spacer when swapping
Mustang rims on to their 2WD Ranger to allow enough space for the front center cap to snap on
to the wheel. The adapters are generally used when people swap in an axle that has a wheel bolt
pattern different than the other axle on the vehicle. Adding adapters to one of these axles will
allow the vehicle to use wheels that can be mounted on either axle. Center Bore Hole :. The
center bore is the diameter of the hole in the middle of the wheel see diagram at top of page.

You may find a rim with the proper backspacing and wheel bolt pattern, but the center bore may
be too small. In this case, the wheel will not fit over the center hub of the axle. This can be fixed
by some machine shops that can cut the hole out larger. Caliper overhang : Is used to
determine the clearance needed to the backside of the spokes of the wheel. Caliper width : Used
in conjunction with caliper overhang. Radial Clearance : Caliper Radial Clearance. Hub Height :
Height of hub diameter. If stepped, both heights required for accuracy. Hub Diameter :
sometimes has a step in it that requires both measurements to be accurate. Length of Stud :
Length of lug stud, Helpful if changed from factory. Stud Diameter : Wheel stud diameter. As a
general rule: there should be a minimum of one-quarter inch. Typical Lug Nut Torque
Specifications:. There should be no less than what is required to avoid ALL contact between
suspension and sheet metal in all driving situations. Keep these in mind when measuring your
car:. Sheet metal : Trim screws, fender lip overhang, inner sheet metal, any sharp edge, Etc.
Beadlock wheels lock the outside of the tire to the rim with grade 8 bolts instead of the air
pressure and a lip that holds tires to conventional rims. Beadlock rims are basically a two piece
rim the wheel and the lock ring that sandwich the tire between the two pieces of rim. This allows
you to run very low air pressure to increase traction PSI without risk of de-beading o
2011 chevy cruze repair manual
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r popping the tire off the rim. Most beadlock companies lock the outside edge because of the
way force is applied to the tire during rock crawling. Note About Jeep Rims contributed by
compleckz :. The rim could not spin, but it fit over the hub perfectly fine. Even though these
rims are. The difference is quite noticeable and I have to say the 3. Ranger Rims:. Here is a list
of rims offered on the Ford Ranger from Explorer Rims:. In addition to some of the wheels
shown above, the Explorer also offered these wheels:. Want To Contribute? Do you have photos
looking down the side of your truck that would show how far your wheels stick out? Have
photos of a factory wheel from another vehicle that fits on your Ranger? Ford Ranger Wheel
Fitment Guide. Wheel Diameter:. More Articles:. All full size cars. Bronco II. Crown Victoria.
Country Squire. Mustang II. All Years. Cherokee XJ. Wagoneer XJ. Brairwood XJ. Comanche MJ.
Grand Cherokee ZJ. Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ. Liberty KJ. Ram Ram Charger.

